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Have 
you seen 
this curve 
before?



It seems that 90% of my patients are reporting extreme and immediate anxiety, unable to stop their 
ruminating thoughts to be productive at work or settle their minds to sleep, setting off and worsening 
underlying physical conditions, mental health struggles, and harmful coping habits.

Dr. Mike’s COVID curve of MOOD…. 

1.) First, we suffer removal from our routines and established norms, are isolated, fed gigabytes of data 
(input) with reduced activity and productivity (output), causing a buildup of energy (aka ANXIETY).

2.) As we go through our peak activity and restrictions settle, many anxious habits will have been so 
deeply imprinted for such a prolonged and intensive period (likely months of isolation and build up) that 
we should expect many will have hang-up and PHOBIAS about things that used to be and may someday 
resume being societal norms (handshakes, elevators, airplanes, cruises, hotels, crowded spaces, grocery 
stores, massages, The Gym, office cubicle space, “Hug five people: tell ‘em you’re glad they’re here!”).

3.) Then, as the fight or flight tension of the disease activity finally leaves us, we should expect that many of 
us will enter a state of DEPRESSION as we reflect on who/what we’ve lost (loved ones and neighbors, our 
own invincibility, sense of autonomy and self-sufficiency, job loss/change and financial stability, “the good 
old days,” including the extreme backlog future waiting incurred to get anything done that “used to be so 
easy” in the months to follow).



Next 30 day trajectory, U.S.:



Next 30 day trajectory, State:
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Next 30 day trajectory, Local:

Date Placer Sacramento

17-Mar 8 33

18-Mar 9 40

19-Mar 10 45

22-Mar 12 53

23-Mar 20 88

24-Mar 26 100

25-Mar 30 113

26-Mar 37 140

27-Mar 44 164

29-Mar 53 190

30-Mar 57 224

31-Mar 67 260

1-Apr 78 314

Sacramento’s new case curve is getting steeper, ~5 days doubling; Placer ~6 days and more linear



30 day BIG picture:

Nationally: We are going to continue to hear and see escalating HORRIFIC 
things at a bit of a distance in the first half, peaking ~2K deaths/day 2nd/3rd
week.  (MARATHON)

Locally: REPEATEDLY remind and encourage employees to stay home if 
any illness symptoms in the last 72 hours (don’t require a work note).  Short 
of continued answered prayer (#breakthecurve), we will be experiencing 
our own distress, though MAYBE NOT at the same absolute level of 
carnage as NYC, and over a longer period of time, starting end of April 
and throughout May. (TRIATHLON)

Days of Reckoning: Our lockdown will be extended through May and into 
June, likely with regional or national travel restrictions, before things may 
finally start to relax, mid-June at the earliest.



60 day BIG picture:

• Be looking at possible staged versus full relaxing of restrictions with a 
possibility of reversal/tightening, mid June partial, early July full?

• Work to restore both customer AND employee confidence in your 
understanding of the altered (more virtual, less hands-on) and dynamic 
landscape.

• Anticipate what routine things are likely to be your chokepoints in production 
as business life resumes: prioritize, pre-order/assemble (?get on the July 
books), and consider unconventional collaboration.

• Realize what facets of your industry are going to take the longest to get back 
online and backlog reduced once we are all given the “green light.”



90+ day BIG picture:
Pretend that you may only have 3-4 months (July through October) to get 
your business back running and more virtually autonomous (if that is even 
possible) before another planned lockdown.

If we lockdown again in November, how would you spend your time 
preparing your employees, your inventories, your systems, and office or 
business travel?

It remains HIGHLY PROBABLE that we will see this all over again this fall/winter, 
even after our “victory” this summer.

Businesses that recognize and respond to this are most likely to survive and 
even Thrive, being attentive to their business health AS WELL AS that of their 
employees (physical, emotional, and spiritual).



How would you make sense of it all?

Have reputable medical and epidemiologic sources:

• CDC
• WHO
• State and county health departments
• Johns Hopkins University: https://hub.jhu.edu/novel-coronavirus-information/
• The Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME) http://www.healthdata.org/
• The Visual Capitalist (for the graphic nerd!) https://www.visualcapitalist.com/
• What’s up, Doc?: It wouldn’t hurt to have a friend or neighbor who is a suitably 

knowledgeable medical professional and you can trust to give it to you straight, in plain-
spoken language

• God, the Holy Spirit, the written Word, and our spiritual physicians (pastors) for discernment!

https://hub.jhu.edu/novel-coronavirus-information/
http://www.healthdata.org/
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/


Employee Health in the post-COVID era
BODY:
• Minimize frequently touched surfaces via tech (no touch faucets, automatic or bump panel doors) and 

supply (give everyone their own stapler!), and have every user be part of the sanitizing team!
• Distance people from each other at least 3 feet, preferably 6 feet for anything more than 5 minutes 

(meetings, primary work spaces, break time, travel), considering droplet protection where needed.
• Encourage and allot for stretch and activity breaks (after a few months on the couch, they won’t be 

used to what they used to be used to!) while at work, regular exercise on their own.
MIND:
• Encourage interpersonal interaction including virtual engagement sharing mobile numbers/email 

(practicing for NEXT time?), reconnecting with each other with an informal (socially distanced) 
gathering with food (individually boxed), consider including families

• Encourage staff/colleagues to have photos of family, pets, and vacations in their work area
• Get a corporate subscription to Headspace or Calm (meditation apps, SUPER helpful for anxiety, 

insomnia, and brain fatigue), consider 10 minute daily time in the morning and/or mid-day.
• Recognize that their mental stamina and fitness is likely to have suffered. 
• Be on the lookout for signs of mood struggles, normalizing and acknowledging “it’s a thing” and 

“we’ve been through a lot:” have a plan where folks can comfortably get help.
SOUL:
• Make a concerted effort to regularly express and encourage authentic gratitude, including regular use 

of language  like “blessed” and “fortunate.”
• Arrange a corporate or grass roots giving campaign or one day every 2 months an afternoon off for 

community or church support projects.



That’s all, folks!!!


